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Illuminate the Wav 
Independent Energy Infrastructure Upgrade

a.E .i u)
Introduction;

Mouck Marine Energy Productions .Ltd (MMEP.Ltd) presents. Illuminate the Way Independent 
Energy Infrastructure Upgrade. This campaign is designed to utilize independent energy devices 
and advanced “smart” energy management systems, also it’s a set of rules, regulations, 
benchmarks and policy changes that sets the stage and offers an enticing incentive for an upgrade 
of the dependent energy infrastructure into an independent energy powerhouse.

Based on Vancouver Island MMEP.Ltd is a new business that has just started. The finishing of 
patents, inventory and preparation for the Illuminate the Way Campaign are well on their way to 
action. The MMEP.Ltd Independent energy device (IED) with advanced “smart” energy 
management system (ASEMS) makes all aspects of independent renewable energy and localized 
generating communities a possibility,

MMEP.Ltd has every intention to expand nationally and internationally very rapidly. The 
convenience of the lED’s and ASEMS will be easily integrated into society. Time to entertain 
the values will make certain the islands/ Canadian communities’ survival in the loom of an 
extensive power crisis, providing the allocation of enough resources that is necessary for 
infrastructure development. Illuminate the Way IEIU Campaign provides something that every 
country needs. A self-regenerating energy supply that causes no environmental impact is readily 
available for residential, commercial, industrial and marine aspects.

MMEP.Ltd will be offering numerous employment and full apprentice-ship programs with %100 
job placement. The guide lines below will outline how to spark this education and development 
opportunity for a new skilled workforce to be established by high quality, hands on training with 
classroom technical studies.

The Illuminate the Way IEIU campaign will take place in two phases. The first phase will setup 
the appropriate incentives and changes required to start and follow through the initial integration 
of this technology. The second phase is the continuing development of these incentives, policies, 
and technology that will substantially reduce the cost of living and boast and increase in the 
economic growth worldwide.

Be sure to be aware that the IEIU will require NO OUT OF POCKET COSTS to the 
municipalities, provincial and federal government, also if talking about anything discussed here, 
please refer to it as the Illuminate the Way campaign.

The goal is to spark the initiative for all the municipalities to follow along and set the stage for 
the infrastructure upgrade. Municipalities DO NOT NEED any sort of provincial or federal 
approval to take the initiati ve.
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[Note: Full details of the Illuminate the Way I.E.I.U campaign will be held at the independent 
energy conference (I.E.C) later this year (Nov - Dec) or Early January next year, held in Victoria. 
Any municipality that adopts the changes, the mayor and council will be invited to the I.E.C.

A couple items have been omitted from this copy, and will be revealed upon attendance at the 
IEC.

Municipal requirements for Phase 1
(Column as appears in Illuminate the Way IEIU)

Municipal Movement:

Municipalities are to get involved in the Illuminate the Way campaign by making the following 
policy changes.

- Permits for independent energy apphcations can be classified as “special” with specific code 
marker ...I.e. IEU

- Reduction of building permits prices by 30-50% for IED/ASEMS installations. Starting at %50 
for the initial market then slowly dropping down to a minimum of %30. It will create the ability 
for volume permit applications to be achieved as well as an adequate incentive for independent 
energy companies.

-Vast reduction of permit requirements, only basic information required, all plans can be viewed 
from the BC Safety Authority electrical installation permit. This will drastically reduce the 
amount of paperwork produced drastically increasing efficiency and installation optimization. 
(Online request and approval would be asset)

-Reduction of “Special” permit processing times down to 1-2 days at the beginning, working up 
to instant online approval. Special installations will require enclosures/structural modifications; 
building permits being processed efficiently will maintain the “smooth flow, assembly line like 
process, o f the infrastructure upgrade”.

When demand rises, establishing a specially trained inspector crew for independent energy 
upgrades is beneficial not only to optimize installation times, but provide the adequate ability to 
identify hazards.

- The added equity value from IED/ASEMS installation will be non-taxable and exempt from 
Property Taxes. IED/ASEMS installations will be adding anywhere from $30,000- $60,000 
worth of equity per installation (based on electricity generation and income generating abilities), 
this will provide ‘Just’ compensation for the municipalities no cost IEIU.
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Municipalities are enabled and encouraged to endorse the Illuminate the Way IEIU, setting the 
stage for an easy integration of Independent Smart Energy, also creating localized electricity 
generation communities that are using an energy web concept to provide stability from 
transmission failures and black-outs. Every installation of IED/ASEMS will be strengthening the 
infrastructure with a goal for the municipality to generate its own electricity from the 
independent energy web that was created, promoting a lasting economic and infrastructure 
growth trend.

The above incentives will spark interest for independent energy companies like MMEP.Ltd as 
well as provoke consumer interests in establishing independent power and receive a viable 
ability to generate a passive income through appropriate energy conservation. Eventually, 
municipalities will become their own entity on the grid, which will establish another market 
sector development.

Mouck Marine Energy Productions Ltd. is providing Nanaimo with the opportunity to take the 
initiative and help spark the independent energy revolution. Adopting the policies, mentioned in 
the Municipal Movement Section, will provide an “overnight” difference not only in real estate 
and economy, but in the hearts and minds of the citizens that live in the municipality.

Illuminate the Way IEIU Campaign is in the process of copyrighting. I ask that it be an, adoption 
or nothing strategy as only fulfilling a couple obligations will cause instability and is not 
permitted.

Thanks for your time,

Capt. Mouck
Owner of Mouck Marine Energy Productions
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